
(ear/brain/rhythm/melody/intervals/tonality/harmony)
There is no silver bullet when it comes to reading music. You must involve 
yourself with a process to make what you see translate into something you 
can reproduce with your voice. It is like a foreign language. Submerge. 
Hang out and sing with people who read well, or at least better than you. 
Have everyone in you group be a better reader than you and you will 
improve. Our job is to make notation mean something to our brain and ear. 
We need to translate what we see into repeatable patterns. Some of the very 
best music readers play a non-melody instrument because they don’t rely 
on playing by ear and must make notation mean something. In addition i 
have noticed that being around your voice range on an instrument has 
carry over. So many female horn players sing with an alto voice. A weak 
point with singers has traditionally been a failure to count and subdivide. 
It’s easier to just hear it once and remember that, something instrumentalist 
call an approximatura. A buddy of mine in the Phil played english horn 
(neither english nor a horn) and came up with this quote: “The conductor is 
up there painting pictures and I’m back here counting, one-e-and-a, two-e-
and-a.”
The best way is to divide and conquer. First we do rhythm. 
Let’s ‘doot’ thru this old favorite rhythm primer:

*THE FUSSELL, both pages. doot on a chord tone in A until you make a 
mistake; then drop out. May the best reader win. We do this a couple times 
to catch more rhythm reading. If you go thru this with some reading 
friends once a day, your rhythmic reading will markedly improve.
Second we work on scale degrees or intervals, the building blocks of 
melody or monody, the most familiar pattern for singers. 
*sing Scale degrees sheet, top 2 lines only.

Much of the music for Compline I have done has been reduced from a 4-
line, Gregorian Chant style notation into something we can get through at 
first reading. 
Te Deum. orig. version for reference only and to point out the ‘foreign 
language’-ness of Gregorian Chant notation.



Now the updated version of the same Te Deum in my 21st cent. chant 
notation.
*Sing Te Deum. Mostly scale-wise melody in certain vague patterns.

*Sing: ’An Evening Hymn’ Henry Purcell, first do melody alone. Then once 
with bass.
This one becomes more adventurous with larger and more complex leaps 
and less scale-wise writing. Also note the increased complexity of the 
rhythmic counting. 

Now we work on tonality. This is not a big deal for more modern western 
music with its mostly major/minor, but in doing chant we must have a 
basic idea of church modes and modality. It all has to do with where the 
half steps and the whole steps are in the scale. Some of the music we do is 
in the dorian mode. That’s a scale in the key of C starting on the second 
degree; D, or any transposition of same

Modern Modes are: 

Ionian: C major scale starting on C
dorian: C major scale starts on D
phrygian: starts on E
Lidian: starts on F
Mixolydian: starts on G
Aeolian: starts on A
Locrian: starts on B



*Sing bottom 3 lines of Scale degrees, Ionian mode, Modes sheet on “doo”.
*Sing Locrian Scramble, sleep in the 7th degree or Locrian mode.
Church Modes have different names yet. Greek Orthodox modes have a lot 
more options like 4th of 4 Plagal mode.
*Sing: Phos hilaron in the dorian mode (also called tone 1)

Next are the implications of harmony. Knowing how you fit has a big 
impact on how well you do your part. You can make any tune sound better 
by singing your major 3rds and 7ths a little lower, and your minor 3rds and 
perfect 5ths a bit higher.

*Sing: Chorale: Break forth O beauteous Heavenly Light-J.S. Bach. Eb major

*Sing the Farrant in the Ionion mode. Interesting harmony. Fine voice 
leading. Nice ranges for each voice part to sound well.

*Sing: Now I lay me- do top trio version of Antes. Dorian Mode (2015)
*Sing: Moravian Hymn #120; original hymn. (1791)
*Compline Lullaby for modern times Chris Holland (2015) Brand new 
piece.
*Hear my prayer, O lord. Henry Purcell (1688) 8-parts with grinding 
dissonance.
*As a flower of the Field Paul Christiansen (1939) Lots of grinding 
dissonance.
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